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Maryvale College Primary 

Grade 5  History   

Lockdown-3: The San and the Khoikhoi – Summary 2  

 

San Rock Art  

• Rock art is a term used to describe paintings or engravings on rocks or in caves. The San left behind 
a lot of their paintings on rocks all over southern Africa. 

• In South African this rock art was only discovered about 350 years ago and is found in rocky areas of 
KwaZulu-Natal, the Eastern and Western Cape.  

✓ Rock paintings are found in caves and rock shelters, and rock engravings are found on rocks 
near rivers and in the veld. 

✓ Most of the San rock art shows their religious beliefs and practices. The eland (an antelope 
species) is seen in many of these paintings and engravings. This shows how important the 
eland was in San’s lives. (Refer to San beliefs and religion in the previous worksheet). 

• The San made their own paint: 
✓ Red, brown and yellow pigments were made from things found in nature such as plants and 

rusted iron.  
✓ White was made from white clay or bird droppings, black from manganese minerals and 

charcoal. The blood of an eland was often mixed with the pigments to hold the paint 
together. Eggs, water or even saliva were also used to mix the paint.  

✓ The San made paint brushes from animal hair or bird feathers. 
✓ For engraving, they used hard, sharp objects, such as spears or sharp stones.  

• Rock art often showed human figures with long sticks and animals galloping or leaping. It told of the 
San’s hunting, religious experiences and their everyday lives. 

• The most common San rock art is the Linton Rock Art panel (read below). 

Linton Rock Art Panel 

• This is a very beautiful and clear rock painting that was found on a farm called Linton in the Eastern 
Cape about 100 years ago (in 1917). It was carefully cut from the rock and taken to the South 
African Museum in Cape Town.  

• The Linton panel has been carefully preserved. Below is a picture of the Linton panel. 

   

• The human figures in the South African Coat of Arms (next page) are based on a figure in the Linton 
Panel. This is a way of preserving our heritage. The San were the first people of South Africa. 

 

This information builds on the previous worksheets, so make sure you have read those as well. 
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The South African Coat of Arms 

 

• The South African Coat of Arms is one of three symbols of our identity as South Africans. The other 
two are the flag and the national anthem. 

• The two San figures in the middle of the Coat of Arms were copied from the Linton panel. 

• The motto !ke e:/xarra//ke is written in the language of the San. It means “People who are different 
join together.” This is South Africa’s way of acknowledging the San as an important part of our 
heritage.  

Khoikhoi herders in the later Stone Age (refer to the table on the previous worksheet) 

• The San (hunter-gatherers) lived all over South Africa from around 20 000 years ago.   

• The KhoiKhoi, also known as herders, arrived in South Africa from around 2 000 years ago. That is, 
the Khoikhoi arrived about 18 000 years after the San started living here. 

• A herder is a person who lives by keeping livestock (animals like cattle, sheep, and goats).  Their 
cattle were very important to them and they were a symbol of wealth for them. 

• The Khoikhoi were also called pastoralists because they looked after livestock. 

• Just like the San, the Khoikhoi were also nomadic: they did not have fixed homes but moved 
around looking for better grazing for their livestock (animals).  

• They used their livestock for food, but they also hunted wild animals and gathered wild plants like 
the San did. 

• They lived in huts made of poles and reeds or animal skins. 

• They lived in groups of up to 200 and were ruled by clan leaders of chiefs. 

The San and the Khoikhoi shared the same landscape - (The indigenous people of South Africa) 

• The San and the Khoikhoi share the same land for hundreds of years. There was a lot of space and 
food for everyone. 

• The Khoikhoi thought the San were inferior (less important) as the San did not keep livestock. 
Therefore their relationships were not always peaceful. 

• When the wild animals got fewer, there was competition between the San and the Khoikhoi for 
hunting. Sometimes the San stole the Khoikhoi’s cattle when they could not find wild animals for 
meat.  

• The Khoikhoi organised themselves into bigger groups to fight the San. They won the fights. 

• Some of the San started moving away from the Khoikhoi into mountain and desert areas. 

• Others stayed behind and joined the Khoikhoi societies. Some got married to the Khoikhoi while 
others worked for the Khoikhoi.  

• Although the Khoikhoi were slightly taller than the San, both groups generally looked similar. It was 
difficult to tell them apart. So they were referred to as Khoisan. 
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Activity L3: The San and the Khoikhoi 

 
1. What did the San use to make paint? List at least three things they used. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ (3) 

2. Why do you think San rock art is important? Explain. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ (2) 

3. Where was the Linton Panel found? ________________________________________________  (1) 

4. In what year was the Linton Panel cut from the rock? __________________________________  (1) 

5. Where was the panel taken to? ____________________________________________________ (1) 

6.  The human figures on the Linton panel are used as part of an important logo. What is the logo 

 called? ________________________________________________________________________ (1) 

7.  What does the motto “!KE E: /XARRA //KE” mean? _____________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ (1)  

8. What caused fights between the San and the Khoikhoi? Give two causes. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ (2) 

9. Explain why the San and the Khoikhoi were together referred to as Khoisan. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ (2) 

10. Give one word for each of the following (you may need to go back to the previous worksheets): 

 a) A San person who enters the spirit world to ask for help. _________________________ (1) 

 b) People who look after livestock. _____________________________________________ (1) 

 c) To follow the trail of an animal. ______________________________________________ (1)  

 d) Observing people who live in a similar way to the way people lived long ago. 

  ________________________________________________________________________ (1) 

 e) People who keep livestock. _________________________________________________ (1) 

11. Find the meaning of indigenous anywhere, even in your dictionary. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ (1) 

          Total marks: [20] 


